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About This Content

Track your flights in detail with Flight Recorder! Developed by FS-FlightControl, Flight Recorder gives you an accurate play-by-
play of your in-sim flights. You can access detailed information such as your indicated and true airspeed, aircraft and ground

altitude, vertical speed, and pitch and bank angle.

Flight Recorder also allows you to export and import all of your data as a .csv. This means you can view your flight path in 3D
in apps such as Google Earth.

Once installed and downloaded, Flight Recorder will launch automatically once you open Microsoft Flight Simulator X: Steam
Edition.

Features:

Provides a detailed overview of their airspeed, altitude, angle and vertical speed over the course of a flight.

Flight Recorder displays the following aircraft parameters (Indicated and true airspeed / Aircraft and ground altitude /
Vertical speed /Pitch and bank angle)

Information shown as easy to understand graphs
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Export and import all data as CSV

Alternatively, export your flights to Google Earth to show your flight path and important milestones, such as take-off
and landing points and warnings for vertical speed, too high pitch, or bank angle.

A detailed manual is also included and can be accessed via the ‘?’ within the tool. Please note you will need to be connected to
the internet to access this feature.
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no es lo que yo esperava no me sirve quisiera un programa para gravar ... it is not what I expected it does not help me I would
like a program to record
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